By Toni Burgos Mensching, Director, Marketing and Business Development,
Flight Research, Inc.

T

he leading cause of aviation accidents and fatalities in virtually
every class of aircraft is loss of control (LOC). LOC is a situation where a structurally and mechanically sound aircraft is
flying along and hits an abnormal inflight condition, such as
wake turbulence. Instantly startling the aircrew, the aircraft is thrown to
the edge of or beyond the flight performance envelope. This is also typically accompanied by an unusual attitude, pitching or rolling, depending
on the inflight situation. The pilots then have a short period of time to
understand what happened and take corrective action. If the pilot
chooses the incorrect reaction, which is typical, an LOC accident occurs.
All other accident causes have decreased across the board since
automation and warning devices, such as ground proximity warning
systems, were introduced. LOC accidents, however, remain frequent and
are at the top of the National Transportation Safety Board’s list of the
“Most Wanted” safety priorities as a frequent cause of fatal accidents.
When looking at the potential causes of this trend, two issues
emerge. The first is the aviation industry’s high demand for new pilots as
more experienced, mostly military-trained individuals continue to retire.
Second is the increased reliance on simulation in flight training due to
the economic limitations of civilian training.
The projected 70,000 pilots needed over the
next few years will likely be trained in a civilian environment where funding, equipment
and time is not available to teach the additional skills an aviator needs to be prepared
for an LOC inflight condition.

REQUIRED TRAINING

Upset recognition and recovery training
(or upset prevention and recovery training) is
generally considered lifesaving and critical.
But there is some disagreement about
whether it should be required by regulation.
Several landmark catastrophic accidents,
such as Colgan 3407 and Air France 447,
have shown upset recognition and recovery
training can save lives. In those incidents, the
aircraft were sound and performing as
expected. If the pilots had been properly
trained, the passengers would be alive today.
Self-funded civilian flight training lends
itself to more automation and simulation in
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order to be affordable to the volume of
pilots needed in the near future. Increasing
use of simulation is beneficial to a point but
falls short in its ability to provide useful
upset recognition and recovery training.
Simulator companies and accounting
departments argue upset recovery training is
just as valuable in a simulator as it is in a liveflight training situation. However, almost every
pilot in the profession will tell you the simulator, due to its inability to replicate g-forces
alone, is in no way adequate for preparing an
aviator to overcome an aircraft at an unusual
attitude. In some instances, the simulator’s
lack of systems performance associated with
aerodynamic forces will give the pilot an experience opposite that of an actual aircraft in
flight. If the pilot performs the same recovery
procedure during an actual flight, the pilot
might lose consciousness and the aircraft
could crash or lose structural integrity.
By training in an actual aircraft, a pilot
can experience both the physiological and
psychological barriers one must learn to
overcome in a recovery situation. Research
has demonstrated the natural reaction of a
pilot when placed in an inverted situation
without any prior training is to pull back on
the controls. This is an instinct created by
the significant amount of ground in the line
of sight, as well as a rapid altitude drop.
Pulling the controls back in an aircraft
beyond its normal operational bank angle

will result in tightening the
turn and or descent and
pushing the aircraft
beyond its structural capabilities. In this case, a
simple absence of training
can trigger a response
from the pilot that would
take a perfectly performing aircraft and potentially
tear it apart.
The primary value of
upset recovery training is
to learn how to properly
react to these types of
situations. Pilots must
learn the proper techniques to overcome
the startle factor. The first time you find
yourself upside down in an airplane, you
don’t want it to be a surprise. Pilots must
understand the capabilities of the aircraft in
order to recover.
In some upset accidents, the aircraft
moves into an upset condition well within the
capabilities of the aircraft to maintain flight.
But rather than bringing the aircraft back
into a more benign condition, a pilot who is
startled will move the aircraft into a more
dangerous condition. Executing training in an
actual aircraft ensures the aviator learns to
handle the emotion attached to the scenario.
As in military survival training, unless you
fully replicate the emotions one is required

to overcome during the learning process,
the student will never reach the required
level of competency. Students must undergo
both extensive academic training and inaircraft demonstrations to successfully
execute recoveries. The academics help
pilots understand their specific aircraft capabilities according to its design, the tools they
must use to recover from aircraft upsets
and the profiles and mistakes of well known
loss of control accidents. In-aircraft demonstrations allow students to practice until they
get it right.
Proper upset recovery training should
cover up to 30 different conditions. And
those conditions can only be replicated in an
actual aircraft.
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